
FIND YOUR BLING GAME
It’s not a game, it’s a game changer.

The Find Your Bling Game is an 
intuitive board game that helps 
you think about what you truly 
want and guides you on a path to 
finding your answers. The cards 
are designed to help you gain 
insights, clarity and direction on 
a question you want answered. 
It’s also a fun way to strengthen 
connections and understanding 
between family and friends…. 
and….Everyone is a winner!

8 boxes of 100 Bling cards in each deck

8 Divine cards which explain each deck

1 eight sided dice

8 coloured diamond game pieces

1 game board

Instructions

Pen and paper to write your question

1 hour to play the game

Timer (optional)

An open mind and heart

8 deck boxes

8 Divine cards

Game board and pieces

Game contents

What you will need



The object of the game is to travel around the Diamond Discovery Path, then move 
up the White Diamonds Shine Line, finishing in the centre. Along the journey you 
will uncover the answers to your question.

GOLD START
Gold diamond 
starting point

GREEN START
Green diamond 
starting point

COLOUR DIAMONDS
Discovery Diamonds path

WHITE DIAMONDS
Shine lines

PLAYING THE FIND YOUR BLING GAME

•  Open up the diamond board and place each deck of cards  
in its allocated place (eg: green Love deck on green  
Love rectangle)

•  Each player selects a coloured diamond playing piece.  
Place the diamond on the same coloured starting point  
on the Discovery Path, where it meets the Shine Line.

1. Setting up the game



2. Write down your  
discovery question

3. Play the game

Each player writes down the specific discovery question  
they would like insight, clarity and direction on. Think  
about an area of your life you would like to focus on….is  
it your health, career, friendships, relationships, home,  
wealth or passion project?

FOR EXAMPLE: FOR EXAMPLE: 

How can I deepen my relationship?
How can I create more money?
How can I boost my energy levels?
How can I find my true purpose?
What obstacles must I overcome to have the love I am ready for?
What is something I would like more of in my life right now?

What is something I would like to let go of in my life right now?

After everyone has written down their question, each player 
reads their question out loud.

•  All players roll the dice. The player with the highest number starts first, then play moves in a clockwise 
direction.

•  Players move their diamond game piece around the outer Discovery Diamond Path according to the 
number rolled on the dice. The colour you land on you will determine which coloured deck you will 
choose your card from. For example, if you land on a green diamond you will choose a card from the green 
Love deck. Do not read this yet. 

•  Before the player reads their chosen card, another player needs to read aloud from the Divine Card of the 
same colour. As above, if you have landed on green, the green Love Divine card will be read.

•  For the remainder of the game, if another player lands on green it is not necessary to read this same 
Divine card out loud again, but of course this is up to you. 

•  The player reads out their chosen bling card and answers how this card relates to their discovery question. 

•  The player has 3 – 5 minutes to discuss and explore with other players any insights or answers they have 
gained.

• Each player keeps their chosen bling cards until the game ends.

•  Once the player circles the board and is back to their starting point, they then move up the White Diamonds 
Shine Line. When you land on a White Diamond you can choose a card from any deck or ask another 
player to choose a card for you.

•  When a player reaches the centre of the board they choose a Bling Boost card. They have then finished 
the game.

• Play continues until all players have reached the centre of the board.



www.findyourbling.com @findyourblingame

Why not tag us and share in the fun!

4. Alternate ending
If this game started a meaningful 
conversation and you only made it 
half-way around the board during the 
allocated time, here are two ways you  
can end the game:

•  Each player moves up the nearest White 
Diamonds Shine Line and continues play 
until the centre of the board is reached to 
end the game.

OR

•  Each player chooses a card from any deck 
of their choice and then one Bling Boost 
card to end the game. These cards are read 
out and shared with other players  
to discuss and reflect as usual. This game was created from my heart to yours. 

Much love Angie

Reflect on your experience here today and the 
insights, clarity and direction you have received 
from playing the Find Your Bling Game. 

If this game has raised any emotions, please 
seek advice from a health professional.

5. Reflection

ON TAKING TIME FOR YOU


